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Introduction

This is the second newsletter of the Co-Active project, part of the Shift2Rail Innovation Programme 4 (IP4).
IP4 is focused on defining an attractive railway system that is integrated with all other modes of transport
to enable seamless door-to-door pan-European travel. The previous Co-Active newsletter presented the
initial accomplishments of the project and can be downloaded from the web portal. This second newsletter
provides further details on project progress and updates on its current results, as well as introducing the
upcoming project MaaSive, which will further develop Co-Active´s work.

It is important to emphasize that the objectives of IP4 will be achieved through the completion of multiple
IP4 projects, each focused on specific targets that reach their greatest potential when combined together
in an integrated technology demonstrator. Co-Active contributes to the IP4 vision by hiding the complexity
of the booking and the issuing of tickets where travel combines several modes of transport, several
operators and potentially several countries. To do this requires perfect orchestration between the legacy
systems of the various Transport Service Providers (TSPs) that interface to create a complete door-to-door
journey. Challenges include coordinating the interactions/dialogues with each of the separately contracted
TSPs, and applying the logic needed to integrate this information to overcome problems such as a failure
with one of the TSPs involved.

IP4

In the following pages we will discuss the main achievements and current status of Co-Active; present
information about InnoTrans 2018; and introduce the next project: MaaSive.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 730846.

Interaction of Co-Active with other IP4 projects

Co-Active is complemented by other IP4 projects. ATTRACkTIVE provides the application that enables
travellers to utilise the IP4 travel services, including the capabilities deployed in Co-Active for booking and
ticketing. CONNECTIVE provides an interoperability framework to insulate applications such as the
Shopping and Booking orchestrators of Co-Active from the heterogeneity of TSP systems that use different
interfaces and data models. COHESIVE focuses on coordination and demonstration of the entire system.
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Multi-modal door to door Travel Shopping

With citizens requiring increasing levels of mobility and transport infrastructure such as roads becoming
more and more congested, there is a rising need to offer multimodal transport services. Co-Active created
a distributed platform for Travel Shopping which shows alternatives to single, private mode trips. This
platform allows the planning of itineraries with and without offers and, together with Booking, Ticketing
and Trip Tracking functionalities, encourages people to use rail and other public transport modes as their
preferred choices. The work on Travel Shopping within Co-Active addresses the following objectives:
• Provide a “one-stop shop” displaying all available itineraries;
• Allow itinerary combinations considering several transportation modes including shared and
personal transport modes;
• Enrich journey planning functionalities by ensuring the re-accommodation of disrupted journeys;
• Enlarge the scope of journey planning by taking into account the start and end points, allowing
multimodal journeys incorporating public, personal and shared transport modes;
• Refine offer building capabilities by including more information, alternatives and ancillary services;
• Develop combined Technology Demonstrators for any preferred mode in the traveller’s route (long
distance, urban public transport, shared and private transport);
• Manage potential failure cases and lack of information.
In order to meet these objectives, a two-phase algorithm was established:
1. Centralized calculation of candidates for multimodal door to door routes;
2. Distributed calculation of detailed journeys and offers using the expertise of specialised Travel
Solution Providers (TSPs).
This algorithm takes into account also multimodal agreements that could exist among TSPs, and that could
take place when a traveler uses the services of the TSPs involved in the agreement. A Contractual
Management Market Place has been implemented to facilitate the creation of these agreements.

Handling agreements and compensation
The Contractual Management Market Place (CMMP) designed in Co-Active registers multimodal
contractual agreements among several TSPs (such as special prices or availabilities), and generates
“multimodal rules” that feed other IP4 components such as the Travel Shopping Aggregator or the clearing
engine. This way, the CMMP “translates” to a technical level, formal contracts that shall occur between the
different stakeholders when combining their services into a joint product; these may involve agreements,
business rules and financial compensation.
The CMMP consists of a web portal to which the TSP can register and create business rules involving
another TSP registered in the ecosystem. Once the second TSP accepts the business rules, the CMMP
formalizes the agreement and specifies the conditions and the benefits for the user (for example a 30%
discount in an urban segment when it is combined with a long distance rail ticket). Each time a new
agreement is created, the information is shared with the Travel Shopping Aggregator, which takes this into
account when a user requests an offer involving the two modes implicated in the agreement. The creation
of the business rules also influences the handling of financial compensation between the different
stakeholders. This component is therefore involved in the clearing and settlement processes by affecting
the revenue split calculations and providing each TSP with interfaces to show their transactions and
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related financial reports.

Travel Shopping Flow and Components description

Travel Shopping Flow

In the previous figure you can see the synchronous and asynchronous Travel Shopping flows, which include
the following components:
•

•

•
•

•

•

Mobility Request Manager (MRM): The entry point of the Travel Shopping flow, which is
directly called by the Travel Companion Personal Application. The MRM retrieves the long-term
preferences from the traveller’s profile in the Cloud Wallet and combines them with the short
term search options in order to prepare travel solutions which fit the current situation.
Shopping Orchestrator (SO): Manages the complete, synchronous Travel Shopping flow. The SO
decodes the stop points (start, destination and via points) and the Travel Experts using the
Interoperable Framework.
Meta Network Explorer (MNE): Calculates potential corridors for routes which fulfil the
traveller’s needs, with respect to traveller preferences (e.g. allowed and disabled modes).
Travel Solution Aggregator (TSA): Analyses the MetaRoutes, divides them into parts which can
be detailed by single Travel Solution Provider (TSP), invokes the TSPs and combines the resulting
itinerary items/offer items to itineraries/offers. In addition, the TSA applies the Business Rules
to all identified travel solutions.
Meta Network Builder (MNB): Calculates the MetaNetwork – a condensed representation of
the European transportation network. It collects network information (e.g. condensed time
table data in GTFS format) from all TSPs, minimising the number of needed stop points and trips
for all TSPs separately. Afterwards, all potential transition points are elaborated and the
condensed networks combined.
Contractual Management Market Place (CMMP): Enables management of service agreements,
contracts and business rules between TSPs through the CMMP web portal.
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Orchestration achievement of the Booking & Ticketing

In a multimodal environment, perfect orchestration of TSPs participating to the complete door-to-door journey is
key to provide one-stop-shop functionalities to users, and therefore reduces complexity of the main shopping,
booking and ticketing functions in journeys that combine several modes of transport and providers.
Co-Active has been working on the deployment of a number of components to perform orchestrator functions,
including interactions/dialogues with each of the separately contracted TSPs and applying the needed logic to
integrate this information and overcome problems such as a failure in one of the TSPs involved. Specific
orchestrators have been proposed for different functionalities, including actions such as booking, issuing and
after sales. Orchestrator components are capable of working with the TSPs and transport modes involved in the
existing IP4 projects, but they will be enhanced in future projects such as MaaSive in order to cover all the
possible modes that could be involved in a trip. This could follow a completely different approach for shopping or
ticketing (such as DRT), and allow alternative travel situations such as group travel.

Components of Booking & Ticketing
The figure below shows the components of the Booking & Ticketing TD, including the following:
• Booking Orchestrator: Receives requests from the Personal Application to book all travel episodes for the
whole trip. It will ask each TSP, through the Integration Framework (IF), to lock a seat and allow the user to
travel.
• Issuing Orchestrator: After payment, this orchestrator generates the Entitlement Token and Embodiment
for each TSP, through the IF and two Engines.
o Virtual Credit Card Engine: During the issuing process, the Issuing Orchestrator asks the VCC engine to
create one “Virtual Credit Card” with the exact amount for one single TSP, and repeat this step for all
segments of the trip.
o Clearing & Settlement Engine: This engine allows the payment, with the help of all VCCs, to the
Payment Service Provider.
• After-Sales Orchestrator: If the traveler requests an after-sale, this orchestrator manages all the processes
required to refund or cancel the trip, after TSP validation.
o Entitlement Token Embodiment Checker: In case of disruption, this system checks if the traveler can
continue or not via alternatives routes with the same tokens, part of the after-sales disruption
process.
• Ancillary Services Orchestrator: Manages all the processes that follow the booking flow, in case the user
requests ancillary services.

BT Component Description
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Disruption Use Case issue for Booking & Ticketing

One Co-Active use case is the re-accommodation after disruption. When disruption occurs, the system is
able to propose a new itinerary and check if the existing token can be used or not to complete the trip. If
not, the system will book a new journey and issue a new token in order to allow the traveler to finish the
trip.
Disruption
A

B

Search
Alternatives

D

C

Get Info Trip
Cloud Wallet
Get Alternatives

Personal
Application

Shopping Orchestrator

Alternative
Manager
Check Alternatives

Tracking Orchestrator
Display
Alternatives
*ETE = Entitlement Token Embodiment

Check existing ETE*
ETE* Checker
Description of Disruption Use Case

This use case involves the Personal Application, Alternative Manager and Cloud Wallet (part of
ATTRACkTIVE), and the Shopping Orchestrator, Tracking Orchestrator and ETE Checker (part of Co-Active).
All these components are linked for this use case. The aim is automatically, after confirmation from the
traveler, provide a new segment for the journey with the nominal booking and issuing flow. The diagram
above shows the flow for the alternative calculation, which would take place before asking the traveler to
confirm the alternative segment calculated.
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Virtual Card Technology

With the help of Virtual Card technology in the Shift2Rail ecosystem, we can help streamline and automate the
optimal payment method made from every retailer to any Travel Service Provider.

Automating the best payment method
Our technology will help retailers automatically select the optimal payment method for any providers, based on
the location, the content type or even the retailers’ preferences

How it works?
A Wallet containing different payment method is at disposal of retailers. Based on the preferences, the Virtual
Card Engine will automatically choose the optimal Virtual Card based on the dynamic context of the reservation.

Benefits
• Automating payments and optimizing the selection.
• Retailers and TSPs make the most out of every booking, securing payment and receiving the money
instantly.
• Improve reconciliation and reduce operational effort.

Virtual Payment illustration
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Business and Contractual Management

The travel and transport industry today involves many
business players including, but not limited to, product
and services retailers, companies delivering the
transport services, transport authorities in charge of
the regulation of the transport and the end-user.
The market trend is to move to a collaborative delivery
and consumption of the transport service rather than
individual ownership and independent key players.
Furthermore, the new breed of multimodal and comodal travellers leads to a growing collaboration
between the transport industry actors.
Within this context, Co-Active worked on a general
analysis of the contractual arrangements in the
perspective of collaboration between the business
players through the Shift2Rail IP4 ‘one-stop-shop’
capability.

Objectives:
•
•
•

Analyzing the legal rules governing the transportation business and relations between the business partners
and with end-users,
Analyzing the Terms and Conditions (T&Cs) for the retail and usage policy,
Specifying and data modelling for the future management of the contractual aspect within the IP4 ecosystem.

Outcomes:
•
•

Specification dedicated to the analysis of the most frequent business rules and T&Cs in the transportation
industry, and the definition of their potential impact on the S2R-IP4 implementation,
Ontology focused on the identification of the S2R-IP4 business players’ roles and the definition of concepts
required to describe and semantically annotate the data that will support the management of the business
rules.

S2R-IP4 Business Players interaction model illustrated:
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Business and Contractual Management

B2B Challenge:
The number of business partners that
may join the S2R-IP4 ecosystem is not
limited: any Transport Service Provider,
retailer etc. from any European country
may join.
The assumption is that the existing
contractual agreements between those
business partners will in general not be
affected by the adoption of the S2R-IP4
ecosystem. Such agreements could either
continue to be managed outside of the
S2R-IP4 ecosystem (e.g. subcontracting of
vehicle operation) or be supported by the
ecosystem itself (e.g. Sale Agreement).
The existing and future Business to Business (B2B) agreements can be, when required, incorporated in the
S2R-IP4 ecosystem and supported by the Interoperability Framework (IF), thanks to the semantic
interoperability technology.

B2C Challenges:
The complexity for the end-users must be
simplified, whilst providing integrated
customer facing solutions.
Multiple retailers/merchants may provide
their own Travel Companions (TCs) or use
a 3rd party TC solution. The TCs must
comply with the S2R-IP4 specifications
and allow access to the ecosystem.
Multiple Service Providers exist without
central regulation. There are multiple
B2C agreements, terms and conditions
(T&C) and potentially different T&Cs per
Travel Service Provider.
The existing and future Business to Customer (B2C) agreements can be, when required, incorporated in the
S2R-IP4 ecosystem and supported by the Interoperability Framework (IF) thanks to the semantic
interoperability technology.
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How Co-Active has been represented in many ways

TRA2018 – Vienna, Austria
During the TRA2018, Vienna 16th-20th April, Co-Active
partners were present at the Marketplace Exhibition Area
to share the Co-Active Marketplace Poster and answer
visitors' questions about the Co-Active project as well as
the Shift2Rail programme.
Three interactive presentations sessions were held by CoActive partners at the Shift2Rail stand, during which
partners were there to explain the project’s context, goals
and achievements.
Read more*

TRA2018 picture

Mid-Term Event – Vienna, Austria
On Friday April 20th 2018, the Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE mid-term event was held at the Eisvogel – Vienna,
Austria. It was a significant opportunity during which Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE partners reminded
project’s goals and shared main projects’ achievements with the audience through an informative
presentation and an interactive session.
The conference was attended by a diverse audience, ranging from Travel Service Providers to public bodies.
Additionally, the conference was streamed via periscope. The two livestreams had a grand total of 704 views
until the editorial deadline of this newsletter (the beginning of September 2018).
Read more*

Mid-Term Event picture

*Find more information page 15
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How Co-Active has been represented in many ways

Use Case Workshop – Vélizy, France
On the 5th and the 6th of June 2018, a “Use Cases Workshop” was held at Thales premises, Velizy,
during which Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE partners discussed several S2R-IP4 use cases with human
factors technologists and social researchers from Transport System Catapult (TSC).
The purpose of this workshop was to improve the use cases and make them more attractive for the
traveller as well as for the TSP/TSO.
Read more*

Use Case Workshop picture

Transports Publics 2018 | The
European Mobility Exhibition –
Paris, France
During the European Mobility Exhibition, Paris 12th-14th
June 2018, Co-Active partners were present to
disseminate the project’s context, goals and
achievements among exhibitors.
The project’s values were shared with an important
heterogeneous audience, including different mobility
stakeholders, and an interactive presentation session was
animated by the Co-Active Coordinator in order to answer
audience questions.
Read more*

Salon des transports public picture
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InnoTrans Demonstration

During InnoTrans 2018, S2R-IP4 partners plan to present the achievements to-date of the IP4 projects.
S2R-IP4 projects are preparing a demonstration to show aspects including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The personalized system adapted to the preferences of users.
That users are no longer obliged to handle the complexity of dealing with multiple Transport
Service Providers and their disparate interfaces.
That users may book end-2-end solutions with combinations of Air, Rail, Coach and Urban public
transport.
That users can create an account to access the Travel Companion App on any installed device and
have access to all the functionalities in a transparent way.
Comprehensive information provided to customers about the processes of their journey.
(Navigating the itinerary, including interchanges and private modes)
The ability to browse available location based experiences
Methods to identify smartest routes and aggregated offers provided from various Travel Experts to
build Door-to-Door itinerary offers.
A semantic methodology enabling the interpretation of data, exchanged in any format and with any
protocol, reducing the cost of interoperability.
The potential for new business applications to ‘interoperate’ in an easy and fast way.
The facilitation of the creation of new applications and a reduction in the time to market for
software developers.
The ability to create new experiences using ATTRACkTIVE’s Location Based Editor in order to
provide edutainment content or place Points of Interest along trips to enhance the travel
experiences.

InnoTrans Logo
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InnoTrans Demonstration

InnoTrans Corridor Description

Service Implementation modules have been developed to work at InnoTrans with the following TSPs. Note
that these are demonstration environments (with real or simulated data) and not real systems in
production.
•

•

•
•
•

Madrid Urban TSP: Covers the first travel episode “From home- Madrid Barajas Airport”. This
includes urban transport data from the Madrid Transport Consortium (CRTM), published in Open
Data, such as metro, bus, and light railway and also includes information from several nearby
stations or airports. It allows shopping but not booking.
AIR TSP: Covers the travel episode from Madrid Barajas Airport to Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. It
allows shopping, booking and ticketing operations for different AIR companies, through Amadeus
Web Services.
VBB (Verkehrsverbund Berlin-Brandenburg): Urban TSP including several transportation modes
such as rail, metro and urban in the Berlin area. It allows shopping but not booking.
DB (Deutsche Bahn): German railway provider. For the InnoTrans demonstration it provides
shopping information for the rail segment between Amsterdam and Berlin.
Amsterdam Urban TSP: Covers the urban episodes in Amsterdam area, replicating Connexxion
TSP operations. It allows shopping, booking and ticketing, as well as after sales and ancillary
services.
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The way forward to CFM18 (MaaSive)

MaaSive continues and complements the accomplishments of the previous IP4 projects ATTRACkTIVE
and Co-Active in the areas of Travel Shopping, Trip Tracking, Booking and Ticketing, and the
development of a Travel Companion. The project will not only enhance and provide extra functionalities
to the existing IP4 ecosystem, but also ensure the compatibility of this ecosystem with the Mobility as a
Service (MaaS) approach.

MaaSive illustration

MaaSive will continue, adapt and further develop the components of previous IP4 projects by adding
new functionalities, modes and reaching a higher level of technology readiness. MaaSive will enhance
Co-Active’s results in the following ways:
•

•
•

•

Enhancement of Orchestrators and components, allowing the integration of new modes such as
Demand Responsive Transport (DRT), as well as enlarging users possibilities for example by
allowing group travels for shopping and booking.
Improving travelers’ experiences by providing Customer Management Relationship capabilities
and automating processes of claiming, refunds or cancellations.
Covering intermodal and MaaS approaches, compatible with IP4 ecosystem. This will include, for
example, tools for the creation of “mobility packs” that integrate a bunch of transport services.
The contractual and business aspects behind the intermodal agreements will also be analyzed.
Proposal of advanced validation and inspection technologies (for example using biometric
features).
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Past and upcoming events

Timeline of next meetings or congress

Shift2Rail events took place at the
following conferences:
•
•
•

SIFER, Lille, 21-23 March 2017
Stephenson Conference, London,
25-27 April 2017
Global Public Transport Summit,
Montreal, 15-17 May, 2017

Current and upcoming Shift2Rail events:
•
•

InnoTrans, Berlin – 18-21 September
2018
12th World Congress on Railway
Research (WCRR), Tokyo, 1st November
2019

Co-Active/ATTRACkTIVE mid-term event:
−
−

https://twitter.com/Shift2Rail_JU/status/987318201775284225
https://twitter.com/Shift2Rail_JU/status/987246030331801601

TRA presentation:
−

https://twitter.com/Shift2Rail_JU/status/985847757050187776

Use Case workshop held in Velizy:
−

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6422429434233516032

The Shift2Rail newsletter #4, including the MaaS article:
−

https://shift2rail.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Shift2Rail-newsletter-Issue-4.pdf

The MaaS article:
−

https://shift2rail.org/news/developing-the-s2r-ip4-technology-demonstrators-travel-shoppingand-booking-and-ticketing-one-click-away-from-anywhere-in-europe/

Some posts on social media:
−

https://twitter.com/Shift2Rail_JU/status/1032954801032712192
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Facts & Figures

Total budget

Duration

€8

5

33

Millions

Partners

Months

Co-Active Coordinator

Co-Active Partners

www.shift2rail.org/projects/co-active/
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